
CHILDREN SHOULD BE SEEN AND NOT HEARD

The English proverb children should be seen and not heard means that children are allowed to be present during a
conversation but should not be allowed to.

This is an example the affirmative should use, these are the kids that need to be told to shut up. I looked at the
debate on the topic that children should not eat as much salt and sugar, and all the people who posted a
comment were saying how kids are so obese these days. I know this and remember i am only a child. The
world we live in is built around conforming to a ideal. The statement just means that they should sit quietly
until they were spoken to - that they were able to "voice their opinion" if they were asked. If their parents had
taught them to be civilised and quiet and repect their elders and them then to go into polite company and be
rude and interrupt etc It is a draconian idea that can stunt development 'Seen and not heard' is a Victorian ideal
based on the idea that quiet, obedient children are superior in some sense. Some children who disobey learn
quickly rigth from wrong, learning from mistakes and becoming a well behaved citizen; some children do not.
However, children should be told not to have public tantrums since that makes people unhappy, including the
children themselves. The word sawe is an old English word meaning proverb. Kepp in mind here i am in high
school and doing two university subjects, one in psychology and one in child psychology. My name is Tess
Groody and I am a kid myself. A 'sawe', or 'saw' as we would spell it now, was a medieval term for saying or
proverb. You can not get a steady job screaming and talking back to a future boss. Examples of Children
Should Be Seen and Not Heard When this proverb is used in conversation, it is most often used to reprimand a
child who tries to interfere in a conversation between adults. Literal meaning. Have you looked at all the
grown ups these days?! Screaming yelling and other such behavior is frowned on when a fellow adult does it
and if you raise your children to ignore these behaviors they will become loud poorly spoken grown ups. It's
mainly bad parenting that causes kids to run riot and annoy everyone! Firstly I feel some are taking the saying
to a extreme. The expression 'children should be seen and not heard' is an old English proverb, dating from the
15th century. Seeing children is pleasant and makes people happy. In old English, a mayde was a young
woman. They are still asking questions and being curious. The most ridiculously ageist idea concievable
Children are pretty, they give off Oxy-tocin: a chemical that makes them likable. I'm always being told how
well my children behave in public simply because nobody but the people at my table or by my cart can hear
them. How this proverb evolved to include all children is unclear. You don't see adults being noisy, messy and
down right horrible whenever you go. In the original form it was specifically young women who were
expected to keep quiet. But i have met many other kids in shopping centres who have been polite, courtious
and reasonable. This is the real meaning. This opinion is recorded in the 15th century collection of homilies
written by an Augustinian clergyman called John Mirk in Mirk's Festial, circa Hyt ys old Englysch sawe: A
mayde schuld be seen, but not herd. Kids should be listened to full stop Children should be seen and not heard
No because The children did not get opportunities to stand and say a speech like i am participating in now.
Children should be seen and not heard No because We were all children once. If they are cowed into doing
something they will have a tendency to push boundries and be rude unless commanded, these children quite
often turn out to be delinquents and bullies in schools but also these are the ones that are most often
misbehaving in shops. But brats that appear to revel in running up and down shouting in public places can
make life difficult. You guys are selfish and senseless for blaming everything on kids. We just have to put up
with these annoyances just like everything else in life. I remember when I was a kid, being told I should be
seen and not heard made me want to be felt as well â€” in the face. Seriously you guys. Origin of Children
Should Be Seen and Not Heard This proverb has its origins in the religious culture of the 15th century, where
children, particularly young women, were meant to stay silent unless spoken to or asked to speak. Leaders are
not usually the quiet ones and if we continue to tell children to be "seen and not heard" all we are doing is
crippling their ability to grow up and be successful people.


